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Let M and N be two r × r matrices of full rank over a discrete
valuation ringRwith residueﬁeld of characteristic zero. Let P,Q and
T be invertible r × rmatrices over R. It is shown that the orbit of the
pair (M,N)under the action (M,N) → (PMQ−1,QNT−1)possesses
a discrete invariant in the form of Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllings of
the skew shape λ/μ with content ν , where μ is the partition of
orders of invariant factors of M, ν is the partition associated to N,
and λ the partition of the product MN. That is, we may interpret
Littlewood–Richardsonﬁllings as anatural invariant ofmatrixpairs.
This result generalizes invariant factors of a single matrix under
equivalence, and is a converse of the construction in Appleby (1999)
[1], where Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllings were used to construct
matrices with prescribed invariants.We also construct an example,
however, of two matrix pairs that are not equivalent but still have
the same Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling. The ﬁlling associated to an
orbit is determined by special quotients of determinants of amatrix
in the orbit of the pair.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and example
Let us brieﬂy describe our results, and then provide complete deﬁnitions and an example of our
main construction. It is well known that if M and N are invertible matrices over a discrete valuation
ring R, and if μ is the partition of orders of the invariant factors of M (with respect to a ﬁxed uni-
formizing parameter), with ν the partition for N, and λ the partition for the productMN, then cλμν , the
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Littlewood–Richardson coefﬁcient associated to this triple of partitions, is non-zero. This was estab-
lished in themodule setting by Klein [13] and investigated in thematrix case by Thompson [21]. Given
a triple of partitions (μ, ν , λ) such that cλμν /= 0, Azenhas andde Sá [4]made an explicit construction of
amatrix pair over a discrete valuation Rwhose orders of invariant factors correspond to the conjugates
of the partitions μ, ν , and λ. Later, the ﬁrst author [1] was able to produce, from a given Littlewood–
Richardson ﬁlling {kij}, a matrix pair (M,N) such that the invariant factors of M had orders μ, the
invariant factors of N had orders ν , and those of the productMN had orders λ.
In this paperwe construct a converse to these results, of a sort. Given amatrix pair (M,N)of full rank
over a discrete valuation ring R, we will deﬁne a natural group action, generalizing matrix equivalence
for singlematrices, andﬁnd a special pair (Dμ,N
∗) in the orbit of (M,N) fromwhich orders of quotients
of determinants of N∗ will yield a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of the skew shape λ/μ with content
ν when the orders of the invariant factors of M, N andMN are μ, ν , and λ. Further, we show that this
ﬁlling is an invariant (but not a complete invariant) of the orbit of the pair (M,N).
There has been an active interest in relating the combinatorics of Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllings
to other mathematical objects. Survey papers by Fulton [9] and Zelevinsky [23] demonstrate that
these combinatorial objects appear in a wide variety of contexts including representation theory, the
eigenvalue structure of Hermitian matrices, and the Schubert calculus. There is a fruitful interplay
between using the structures of a particular mathematical context (in this case, the matrix algebra of
discrete valuation rings) to deepen our understanding of combinatorics, and also to use combinatorial
invariants to not only explain properties of interest in matrix algebra, but to relate these algebraic
questions to a wider collection of problems.
Let us now establish our notation and basic deﬁnitions.
Let R denote a discrete valuation ring whose residue ﬁeld is of characteristic zero. There exists
an element t ∈ R (called a uniformisant or uniformizing parameter) with the property that every non-
zero element a ∈ R can be written a = utk , where k is a non-negative integer and u is unit in R (let
R× denote the units in R). The choice of uniformizing parameter t in R is not unique, but given such
a choice the decomposition a = utk , when u ∈ R×, is uniquely determined. (Basic facts concerning
discrete valuation rings may be found in [3, Chapter 9] or [7, Chapter VI].) Given a ∈ R, a /= 0, let us
deﬁne the order of a, denoted ‖a‖, to be:
‖a‖ = k, if a = utk , for u ∈ R×.
Note that if ‖x‖ /= ‖y‖, then
‖x + y‖ = min{‖x‖, ‖y‖} ‖x‖, ‖y‖.
If ‖x‖ = ‖y‖, that is, if x = uxtk and y = uytk , the above may fail. In particular, let c∗ : R → R/tR
denote the natural map from R to its residue ﬁeld, identiﬁed with R/(tR). Suppose x = uxtk and y =
uyt
k , for ux , uy ∈ R×. Then if c∗(ux) = −c∗(uy), we will have ‖x + y‖ > ‖x‖ = ‖y‖. We shall call this
phenomenon “catastrophic cancellation”. More generally, we will say catastrophic cancellation has
occurred in summing a collection of elements {x1, . . . , xn} ⊆ Rwhenever
min
1 i n
‖xi‖ <
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
xi
∥∥∥∥∥∥ .
LetMr(R)denote the ringof r × rmatricesoverR, and letGLr(R)denote the invertible r × rmatrices
in Mr(R) (that is, matrices M ∈ Mr(R) such that det(M) ∈ R×). As is well known, for any M ∈ Mr(R)
of full rank there exist matrices P,Q ∈ GLr(R) and an integer partition μ = (μ1, . . . ,μr) such that
PMQ−1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
tμ1 0 . . . 0
0 tμ2
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 . . . 0 tμr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
wherewemay assumeμ1 μ2  · · ·μr  0. (Notewe arewriting the invariants in decreasing order.)
These diagonal entries are the invariant factors associated to M (see [12], for example). The matrix M
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uniquely determines the invariant factors, so we shall call the partition (μ1,μ2, . . .,μr), given by
the orders of the invariant factors (with respect to t), the invariant partition of M, and denote it by
inv (M) = μ = (μ1,μ2, . . .,μr).
Here is an example of our main construction. Precise deﬁnitions and proofs will follow. In this
example, letM already assume the diagonal form:
M =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
t7 0 0 0
0 t4 0 0
0 0 t2 0
0 0 0 t
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
so that inv (M) = μ = (7, 4, 2, 1). Then let N be the matrix
N =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
t4 t4 t3 t2
0 t6 t5 + t4 t4 + 2t3
0 0 t5 2t4 + t3
0 0 0 t4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
The form of N is not arbitrary. It will be shown that a pair similar toM and N may be found in the orbit
of any pair in a manner described below. A standard calculation shows that inv (N) = ν = (8, 5, 4, 2),
and that inv (MN) = λ = (11, 10, 7, 5). Let us use the notation
‖(i1, . . ., ik)‖
to denote the order of the determinant of the submatrix ofN above, using rows i1, . . ., ik , and the k right-
most columns. So, for example, ‖(1, 2, 4)‖ will denote the order of the determinant of the submatrix
of N with rows 1, 2, and 4, using columns 2, 3, and 4.
Let us recursively deﬁne integers kij by the following relations (we deﬁne the order of the empty
determinant ‖()‖ to be 0):
k11 = ‖(1, 2, 3, 4)‖ − ‖(2, 3, 4)‖ = 4,
k12 = ‖(2, 3, 4)‖ − ‖(1, 3, 4)‖ = 2,
k13 = ‖(1, 3, 4)‖ − ‖(1, 2, 4)‖ = 1,
k14 = ‖(1, 2, 4)‖ − ‖(1, 2, 3)‖ = 1,
k12 + k22 = ‖(2, 3, 4)‖ − ‖(3, 4)‖ = 6,
k13 + k23 = ‖(3, 4)‖ − ‖(1, 4)‖ = 2,
k14 + k24 = ‖(1, 4)‖ − ‖(1, 2)‖ = 1,
k13 + k23 + k33 = ‖(3, 4)‖ − ‖(4)‖ = 5,
k14 + k24 + k34 = ‖(4)‖ − ‖(1)‖ = 2,
k14 + k24 + k34 + k44 = ‖(4)‖ − ‖()‖ = 4.
Note the telescoping of the sums in each group, so that, for instance, k11 + k12 + k13 + k14 =‖(1, 2, 3, 4)‖ − ‖(1, 2, 3)‖ and (k12 + k13 + k14) + (k22 + k23 + k24) = ‖(2, 3, 4)‖ − ‖(1, 2)‖. Let-
ting the kij above denote the number of i’s in row j in the skew shape λ/μ, the matrix determinants
above actually deﬁne a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of λ/μwith content ν , as pictured in the diagram
below. The boxes with no numbers in them form the partition μ, which is contained in the overall
diagram of boxes λ:
1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 3 3
1 3 4 4
Further, this ﬁlling is uniquely determined by the matrix pair (M,N) up to a natural notion of
equivalence, deﬁned below. We will show that any given pair of matrices is equivalent to a pair from
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which a system of determinantal formulas like the above may be obtained to determine a particular
Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling associated to the orbit of the pair.
2. Notation, deﬁnitions, background
Inwhat follows, givenanypartitionα,we shall letαk denote itskth term, andassumethatαk αk+1.
We shall also write α ⊆ β , for two partitions α and β , to mean αk βk for all k 1. This notation is
suggested by the fact that if we represent the partitions by non-increasing, left-justiﬁed rows of boxes
(called the diagram or Young diagram of the partition), thenα ⊆ β implies the diagram forα ﬁts inside
the diagram of β . When α ⊆ β , we will denote by β/α the skew diagram consisting of the diagram of
β , with the diagram of α removed. In the example above, μ is depicted by the empty boxes, and the
skew shape λ/μ consists of the boxes of λ containing integers. Typically, partitions are denoted by
inﬁnite decreasing sequences containing only ﬁnitely many non-zero terms. The non-zero terms are
the parts of the partition, and the number of parts in a partition is its length. We will denote the length
of partitionμ by length(μ). The sum of the parts of a partition λ is denoted |λ| and is called theweight
of λ. See [15, Chapter 1], and also [10,19,20].
We begin with the following combinatorial deﬁnition, which we shall relate to matrices over R
presently.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let μ, ν , and λ be partitions, with length(μ), length(ν) length(λ) r. Let S = (λ(0),
λ(1), . . . , λ(r)) be a sequence of partitions in which λ(0) = μ.
The sequence S is called a Littlewood–Richardson sequence of type (μ, ν; λ) if there is a triangular
arrayof integersF = {kij : 1 i r, i j r} (called theﬁlling) such that, for1 i j, λ(i)j = μj + k1j +· · · + kij , subject to the conditions (LR1), (LR2), (LR3), and (LR4) below.We shall say, equivalently, that
any such set F determines a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of the skew shape λ/μ with content ν .
(LR1) (Sums) For all 1 i j r,
μj +
j∑
s=1
ksj = λj and
r∑
s=i
kis = νi.
(LR2) (Non-negativity) For all i and j, we have kij  0.
(LR3) (Column strictness) For each j, for 2 j r and 1 i j we require λ(i)j  λ
(i−1)
(j−1), that is,
μj + k1j + · · · kij μ(j−1) + k1,(j−1) + · · · + k(i−1),(j−1).
(LR4) (Word condition) For all 1 i r − 1, i j r − 1,
j+1∑
s=i+1
k(i+1),s 
j∑
s=i
kis.
The ﬁrst equality of (LR1) ensures that the sum of the number of boxes in row j of the ﬁlled diagram
(including the empty boxes of the parts of μ) sum to λj , the jth part of the partition λ, while in the
second equality we require that the sum of the number of i’s in all the rows is νi, the ith part of the
partition ν . The condition (LR2) is included here because the non-negativity of the kij will not be
obvious from the deﬁnition we shall adopt, and will need to be proved. (LR3) says that the numbers in
the ﬁlling are strictly increasing down columns. Lastly, (LR4) indicates that the number of i’s in rows i
through j is greater than or equal to the number of (i + 1)’s in rows (i + 1) through (j + 1).
Deﬁnition 2.2. Given partitions μ, ν , and λ, we shall let cλμν denote the number of Littlewood–
Richardson ﬁllings of the skew shape λ/μ with content ν . The non-negative integer cλμν is called
the Littlewood–Richardson coefﬁcient of the partitions μ, ν , and λ.
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We begin with the well-known result relating Littlewood–Richardson coefﬁcients to invariants of
matrices over discrete valuation rings.
Proposition 2.3 [1,4,13,15,21]. Let R be a discrete valuation ring and letμ, ν , and λ be partitions of length
r. If cλμν > 0, then we may ﬁnd r × r matrices M and N over R such that inv (M) = μ, inv (N) = ν , and
inv (MN) = λ, and conversely.
3. Matrix realizations of Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllings
By Proposition 2.3 above, if F = {kij : 1 i r, i j r} is a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of λ/μ
with content ν , then there must exist matrices M and N, over R so that inv (M) = μ, inv (N) = ν ,
and inv (MN) = λ. Wewould like to see how a speciﬁc Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling determines such
matrices.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Suppose we are given a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling F , with associated Littlewood–
Richardson sequence S. By a factored matrix realization for the Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling F of λ/μ
with content ν (or the Littlewood–Richardson sequence (λ(0), λ(1), . . ., λ(r)) of type (μ, ν; λ) ) we
shall mean a set of r + 1 matricesM,N1,N2, . . .,Nr so that
1. inv (M) = μ = λ(0).
2. inv (N1N2 · · ·Ni) = (ν1, ν2, . . ., νi, 0, 0, . . .) for all i r. So, in particular, inv (N1 · · ·Nr) = ν .
3. inv (MN1N2 · · ·Ni) = λ(i), for 1 i r.
Factored matrix realizations code up the Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of the skew diagram λ/μ.
In [1] a simple construction of a factored matrix realization was obtained from a given Littlewood–
Richardson ﬁlling. This result, though based on conjugate sequences, had ﬁrst been obtained in [4].
Theorem 3.2 [1]. Let F = {kij : 1 i j r} be a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of λ/μ with content ν.
Deﬁne r × r matrices M,N1,N2, . . .,Nr over R by
1. M = diag(tμ1 , tμ2 , . . ., tμr ), where μ1 μ2  · · ·μr  0.
2. Deﬁne the block matrix Ni by
Ni =
[
1i−1 0
0 Ti
]
where Ti is the (r − i + 1) × (r − i + 1) matrix:
Ti =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
tki,i 1 0 · · · 0
0 tki,i+1 1
. . .
...
0 0 tki,i+2
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
. . . 1
0 0 · · · 0 tki,r
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and 1i−1 is an (i − 1) × (i − 1) identity matrix.
Then M,N1,N2, . . .,Nr is a factored matrix realization of the Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling F.
(Note that in [1], Theorem 3.2 was written so that invariants were calculated in increasing order,
and so the matrices used in the factorization have a slightly different form.)
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Let us consider our main example. Recall μ = (7, 4, 2, 1), inv (N) = ν = (8, 5, 4, 2), and that
inv (MN) = λ = (11, 10, 7, 5). We will use the following Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of the skew
diagram λ/μ:
1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 3 3
1 3 4 4
So, for instance, k11 = 4, k12 = 2, k13 = 1, and k14 = 1. Then by Theorem 3.2 we deﬁne
M =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
t7 0 0 0
0 t4 0 0
0 0 t2 0
0 0 0 t
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
and
N1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
t4 1 0 0
0 t2 1 0
0 0 t1 1
0 0 0 t
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , N2 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 t4 1 0
0 0 t1 1
0 0 0 t0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
N3 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 t3 1
0 0 0 t
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , N4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 t2
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
Then deﬁne N by
N = N1N2N3N4 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
t4 t4 t3 t2
0 t6 t5 + t4 t4 + 2t3
0 0 t5 2t4 + t3
0 0 0 t4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
and we recover the matrix of our main example. Clearly inv (M) = μ. The orders of entries in the
product matrix N increase as one proceeds to the left in any row, and down any column. However, we
ﬁnd that in the product
MN =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
t11 t11 t10 t9
0 t10 t9 + t8 t8 + 2t7
0 0 t7 2t6 + t5
0 0 0 t5
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
the orders now increase as we proceed up any column. From this it is easily seen that inv (MN) =
(11, 10, 7, 5) = λ (the orders of the diagonal entries). An easy calculation shows that inv (N) = (8, 5,
4, 2) = ν . Note also that ‖(N)i,i‖ = λi − μi,and the orders of the entries along the top row satisfy‖(N)1,i‖ = ki,i.
So, given a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of the skew-shape λ/μ with content ν , we are able to
construct a pair of matricesM,N ∈ Mr(R) such that inv (M) = μ, inv (N) = ν , and inv (MN) = λ.
4. The μ-generic form for matrix pairs
In this paper we shall prove a converse to Theorem 3.2. Let M(2)r denote the set of all pairs (M,N)
of r × r matrices over R of full rank. We shall show that every matrix pair (M,N) ∈ M(2)r , such that
inv (M) = μ, inv (N) = ν and inv (MN) = λ, determines a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of the skew
shape λ/μ with content ν . In fact, we can say more.
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Given a partition μ = (μ1,μ2, . . .,μr), deﬁne
Dμ = diag(tμ1 , . . ., tμr ) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
tμ1 0 · · · 0
0 tμ2
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 · · · 0 tμr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Deﬁnition 4.1
1. Let (P,Q , T) ∈ GLr(R)3 be a triple of invertible matrices (where GLr(R)3 forms a group un-
der multiplication in each component). Let (M,N) ∈ M(2)r , and then deﬁne the map from
GLr(R)
3 × M(2)r toM(2)r by
(P,Q , T) · (M,N) = (PMQ−1,QNT−1).
2. If (M′,N′) = (P,Q , T) · (M,N) for some triple of invertiblematrices (P,Q , T) ∈ GLr(R)3, wewill
say the pair (M′,N′) is pair equivalent to (M,N).
From these deﬁnitions, the following results are easily checked.
Proposition 4.2
1. The mapping
(P,Q , T) · (M,N) = (PMQ−1,QNT−1)
is a group action of GLr(R)
3 on the set of pairs of full-rank matrices M(2)r .
2. “Pair equivalence” is an equivalence relation on M(2)r .
3. Every pair (M,N) ∈ M(2)r is pair equivalent to a pair (Dμ,N′),where Dμ = diag(tμ1 , . . ., tμr ), and
μ = (μ1, . . .,μr) = inv (M).
This action of GLr(R)
3 on M(2)r is chosen in order to preserve the invariant partitions of M and
N, and also MN, so that if (M,N) ∈ M(2)r is pair equivalent to (M′,N′), then μ = inv (M) = inv (M′),
ν = inv (N) = inv (N′), and λ = inv (MN) = inv (M′N′).
In this paper we shall show that the pair equivalence class of (M,N) ∈ M(2)r , when μ = inv (M),
ν = inv (N), and λ = inv (MN), uniquely determines a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of the skew-
shape λ/μ with content ν . The construction we present here can also be applied to the pair to obtain
a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of λ/ν with content μ, providing yet another proof that cλμν /= 0
implies cλνμ /= 0. It appears [2] that the pair of ﬁllings associated to a matrix pair are in bijection, so
that a given ﬁlling ofλ/μwith content ν occurswith a uniquely determined ﬁlling ofλ/ν with content
μ, independent of the particular matrix realization of it. In fact, the matrix setting recovers the same
combinatorially determined bijections found in [6], and also [17].
A given pair of ﬁllings is not a complete invariant of the orbit of amatrix pair, however. In particular,
we will in show in Section 6 that there are distinct pairs (M,N) and (M′,N′) which give rise to the
same Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling, but which are not pair equivalent. This suggests the set of orbits
possesses a more intricate structure, for which the Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllings provide a discrete
invariant.Weshall not pursue this furtherhere, though it does appear that theorbitsmight be classiﬁed
by a collection of continuously varying parameters within a collection of orbits for which the discrete
invariants have been ﬁxed.
To continue, let
GLr(R)
3\M(2)r
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denote the set of pair equivalence classes. It is clear we may decompose this set as a disjoint union of
GLr(R)
3-invariant orbits according to the triple of invariant partitions (μ, ν , λ) associated to a matrix
pair:
GLr(R)
3\M(2)r ↔
∐
μ,ν ,λ
GLr(R)
3\(M(2)r )μ,ν ,λ,
where(
M(2)r
)
μ,ν ,λ
=
{
(M,N) ∈ M(2)r : μ = inv (M), ν = inv (N), and λ = inv (MN)
}
.
Fix, for now, a triple of partitions (μ, ν , λ) which determines a set of orbits denoted by
GLr(R)
3\(M(2)r )μ,ν ,λ. It is clear from Proposition 4.2 that each orbit contains a pair (Dμ,N) such that
inv (N) = ν and inv (DμN) = λ. Let Gμ denote the subgroup stabilizing the ﬁrst term Dμ:
Gμ =
{
(P,Q , T) ∈ GLr(R)3 : for all N, (P,Q , T) · (Dμ,N) = (Dμ,N′), for some N′ ∈ Mn(R)
}
.
There is a natural bijection
GLr(R)
3\(M(2)r )μ,ν ,λ ↔ Gμ\
{
(Dμ,N) : inv (N) = ν , inv (DμN) = λ} .
However, (P,Q , T) ∈ Gμ if and only if
(P,Q , T) · (Dμ,N) = (PDμQ−1,QNT−1) = (Dμ,QNT−1),
so that
Dμ = PDμQ−1,
and so
P = DμQD−1μ ∈ GLr(R).
Deﬁnition 4.3. If Q ∈ GLr(R) satisﬁes
DμQD
−1
μ ∈ GLr(R),
we shall say Q is μ-admissible.
Note ﬁrst that the set of μ-admissible matrices forms a group under multiplication, so we shall
denote this group by:
Gμ = {Q ∈ GLr(R) : Q is μadmissible} .
Note also that if Q is μ-admissible, then DμQD
−1
μ = P ∈ GLr(R), so that
Q = D−1μ PDμ.
Thus, if qij denotes the (i, j) entry of Q , we must have
‖qij‖μj − μi, i > j.
In particular, if Q = QL is itself a lower triangular, μ-admissible matrix, we may write
QL = D−1μ Q0LDμ
for some invertible, lower triangular Q0L ∈ GLr(R).
Since (P,Q , T) ∈ Gμ if and only if P = DμQD−1μ for some μ-admissible Q , it is sufﬁcient, when
seeking invariants of orbitsGLr(R)
3\(M(2)r )μ,ν ,λ to consider the natural bijectionwith the set of orbits:(
Gμ × GLr(R)) \Mμ,ν ,λ,
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where
Mμ,ν ,λ = {N ∈ Mr(R) : inv (N) = ν , inv (DμN) = λ}
and where we deﬁne the action of Gμ × GLr(R) on Mμ,ν ,λ by
(Q , T) · N = QNT−1.
The substance of our results in this paper will be to ﬁnd, in the orbit of N under the group Gμ ×
GLr(R), a matrix in a special form that we will call “μ-generic". As in our main example, we will use
differences of orders of determinants of a μ-generic matrix in the orbit of N to deﬁne a Littlewood–
Richardson ﬁlling uniquely associated to this orbit.
Note: In order to relate invariant factors to the partitions used in Littlewood–Richardson tableaux,
we restricted our attention to full-rank matrices M(2)r . Some preliminary investigations suggest that
many of the matrix-theoretic results presented here generalize to matrices over R of arbitrary rank.
Extending the combinatorial interpretation to this case would necessitate, it seems, considering dia-
grams with rows of “inﬁnite” length (by regarding a 0 among the invariant factors as 0 = t∞). Such a
view may be possible and interesting, but is not taken up here.
In this Sectionwe shall prove that an arbitrarymatrix pair (M,N) ∈ M(2)r is pair-equivalent to a pair
(Dμ,N
∗) fromwhich, aswewill show in Section 5, a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllingmay be determined.
We will begin by recording some deﬁnitions and preliminary lemmas that will be used throughout
the paper.
Deﬁnition 4.4. Let I, J, and H be subsets of {1, 2, . . ., r} of length k, written as I = (i1, i2, . . ., ik), where
1 i1 < i2 < · · · < ik  r, and similarly for J and H. We call such sets index sets. (Note: I, J, and H do
not denote partitions.) Let I ⊆ H denote the condition that is  hs for 1 s k. Given an r × r matrix
W and index sets I and J, let
WIJ = W
(
ii i2 · · · ik
j1 j2 · · · jk
)
denote the k × k minor of W using rows I and columns J (that is, the determinant of this submatrix).
Let us extend the deﬁnition of ‖a‖ to squarematrices, so that if B is any squarematrix, ‖B‖will denote
‖ det(B)‖.
Also, given a partition μ = (μ1, . . .,μr), let μI denote the partition μI = (μi1 ,μi2 , . . .,μik), and
let |μI| = μi1 + μi2 + · · · + μik .
We will also need the following result. It provides one of the demonstrably least efﬁcient methods
to compute an LU decomposition of a matrix over a ﬁeld. We shall apply it in our case to matrices over
a discrete valuation ring, so we should interpret the lemma below in terms of factorizations over the
ﬁeld of fractions of R (even though, in the cases that will be important to us we will show that the
factors are actually deﬁned over the ring R).
Lemma 4.5 [11, pp. 35–36]. Every r × r matrix A = (aij) of rank s in which the ﬁrst s successive principal
minors are different from zero:
Dk = A
(
1 2 . . . k
1 2 . . . k
)
/= 0, for k = 1, 2, . . ., s
can be represented as a product of a lower-triangular matrix B and an upper-triangular matrix C :
A = BC =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
b11 0 · · · 0
b21 b22
. . .
...
...
...
. . . 0
br1 br2 · · · brr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
c11 c12 · · · c1r
0 c22 · · · c2r
...
. . .
. . .
...
0 . . . 0 crr
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
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Here
b11c11 = D1, b22c22 = D2
D1
, . . ., bsscss = Ds
Ds−1
.
The values of the diagonal elements of B and C can be chosen arbitrarily subject to the conditions above.
When the diagonal elements of B and C are given, then the elements in B and C are uniquely determined,
and are given by the following formulas:
bgk = bkk
A
(
1 2 . . . k − 1 g
1 2 . . . k − 1 k
)
A
(
1 2 . . . k
1 2 . . . k
) , ckg = ckk
A
(
1 2 . . . k − 1 k
1 2 . . . k − 1 g
)
A
(
1 2 . . . k
1 2 . . . k
)
for k = 1, 2, . . ., s, and g = k, k + 1, . . ., r.
As we have seen, any matrix pair (M,N) ∈ M(2)r is pair equivalent to (Dμ,N′), so it is sufﬁcient to
workwith the action of the groupGμ × GLr(R) (whereGμ denotes the groupofμ-admissiblematrices)
acting on matrices N via (Q , T) · N = QNT−1 for (Q , T) ∈ Gμ × GLr(R). We shall prove the existence
of a matrix N∗ in the orbit of this action that is, in a sense to be made precise below, “generic”, and
from which determinantal formulas similar to those in our main example will allow us to compute
a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling associated to this orbit, and hence to the pair (M,N). The following
lemma will prove the existence of this generic matrix, and the proposition to follow will establish the
key determinantal inequalities on which our method depends.
Lemma 4.6. Let N ∈ Mr(R) be full-rank. Then there are matrices QU ,QL , TL and TU such that QU and Q L
are μ-admissible, QU and TU are upper triangular, and Q L is lower triangular and TL is a permutation
matrix that is multiplied on the right by a lower triangular matrix. We will set
Q = QUQ L and T−1 = TLTU .
(Note thatQ iswrittendeliberately,andatypically ina “UL”decomposition.)ThenwemaychooseQU ,QL , TL
and TU subject to the conditions above so that:
1. The “LU” factorization Q = Q̂ LQ̂ U exists and is deﬁned over R, for Q̂ L and Q̂ U lower and upper
triangular, μ-admissible matrices, respectively,
2. QLNTL , and hence QUQ LNTLTU , is upper triangular,
3. For any index sets I, J of length k r :
‖(QNT−1)IJ‖ = ‖(QUQ LNTLTU)IJ‖ = min
I⊆S ‖(QLNT
−1)SJ‖ (1)
= min
H⊆I
{
‖(Q̂ UNT−1)HJ‖ + |μH| − |μI|
}
(2)
= min
H⊆J ‖(QNTL)IH‖ . (3)
Proof. Note that since QL is required to be a lower triangular,μ-admissible matrix, there is a uniquely
determined lower triangular invertible matrix Q0L such that D
−1
μ Q
0
LDμ = QL .
For any matrix W ∈ Mr(R), let us denote by c∗(W) the matrix taking values in the residue ﬁeld of
R obtained by applying c∗ to each entry ofW .
Our methodwill be to determine, for all index sets I and J, a collection of ﬁnitely many polynomials
in the entries of c∗(Q0L), c∗(QU), c∗(TL) and c∗(TU) with coefﬁcients determined by the c∗ images of
minors of N, such that if the c∗ images of the entries of these matrices lie outside the variety deﬁned
by the common solutions of these polynomials, Eqs. (1)–(3) will be satisﬁed. Since these polynomials
will generate a proper ideal and our residue ﬁeld is inﬁnite, the existence of a solution will be assured.
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We begin by establishing some facts obtainable for any choice of matrices QU ,QL , TL and TU . We
will always denote by Q the matrix Q = QUQ L and T−1 by T−1 = TLTU . Then, by the Cauchy–Binet
formula we have:
(QNT−1)IJ = (QUQ LNTLTU)IJ =
∑
I⊆S,H⊆J
(QU)IS(QLNTL)SH(TU)HJ . (4)
Note that the conditions I ⊆ S and H ⊆ J are necessary since we require QU and TU to be upper
triangular, and so these minors would vanish were these conditions not satisﬁed. We will ﬁrst require
that the entries in QU and TU are all units over R. In fact, we may require that (QU)IS , (TU)HJ ∈ R× for
all I, J, S,H since this amounts to requiring that the c∗ images of QU and TU lie outside the varieties
det((c∗(QU))IS = 0 and det((c∗(TU)HJ = 0 for all index sets I, J, S,H. (In all, we shall make many
successive “requirements” on the matrices we discuss. The point will be that all these requirements
are open polynomial conditions and so may be simultaneously met.) The upshot of Eq. (4) is now that
(QNT−1)IJ may bewritten as a sumof unitmultiples of terms (QLNTL)SH .We claim thatwemay choose
the units (QU)IS and (TU)HJ to avoid any catastrophic cancellation in the sum appearing in Eq. (4). In
fact, we can ensure that no catastrophic cancellation occurs in any subset of terms in this sum. Let S
be a subset of index sets of length k such that I ⊆ S, and similarly let H be a collection of index sets
only constrained by the condition H ∈ H implies H ⊆ J. Letm0 be deﬁned as
m0 = min
S∈S,H∈H ‖(QLNTL)SH‖.
Then, let us deﬁne the function c∗,m0 : R → R/(tR) by setting
c∗,m0(a) =
{
c∗(a/tm0) if ‖a‖ = m0
0 otherwise
The existence of catastrophic cancellation in Eq. (4) may now be expressed by the condition:∑
(S,H)∈M
c∗((QU)IS)c∗,m0((QLNTL)SH)c∗((TU)HJ) = 0. (5)
Given any N, along with ﬁxed choice of QL and TL , we may certainly choose matrices QU and TU
so that the units c∗((QU)IS) and c∗((TU)HJ) lie outside the variety deﬁned by Eq. (5) above. We shall,
in fact, require our QU and TU to lie outside all the varieties deﬁned by the (ﬁnitely many) choices of
index sets I and J and sets of index sets S and H, so that there will be no catastrophic cancellation
among collections of terms appearing in any equation of type of Eq. (5) above, once we choose QL and
TL . We shall describe this as a generic choice of QU and TU , with respect to some choice of N, QL and TL .
Let us choose aμ-admissibleQL so that ifwewriteQL = D−1μ Q0LDμ, wemayassumeall‖(Q0L)IH‖ =
0, which as before is a polynomially open condition. Given QL , let us deﬁne TL by the requirement
that QLNTL is upper triangular. This, after a possible permutation of columns, is obtainable by a lower
triangular transformation.With theseﬁxed, letus chooseQU andTU tobegeneric in the sensedescribed
above. Then, we may write
(QNT−1)IJ = (QUQ LNTLTU)IJ =
∑
I⊆S,H⊆J
(QU)IS(QLNTL)SH(TU)HJ
= ∑
I⊆S
(QU)IS
⎛
⎝∑
H⊆J
(QLNTL)SH(TU)HJ
⎞
⎠
= ∑
I⊆S
(QU)IS(QLNT
−1)SJ . (6)
Since there can be no catastrophic cancellation among the terms appearing above, the order of
(QNT−1)IJ must be the minimum of the orders of the (QLNT−1)SJ , so Eq. (1) is satisﬁed.
We shall continuewith Eq. (2). Let us ﬁrst note that in order for the “LU” factorization Q = Q̂ LQ̂ U to
exist for the matrix Q = QUQ L , it is sufﬁcient that the principal minors of Q be units in R. It is easy to
show this is a polynomially open condition on c∗(QU) and c∗(QL) (and noting that all entries on and
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above the principal submatrices in the product Q will be units), so we may ensure this factorization
exists and is deﬁned over R.
Since QU and QL are μ-admissible, so is the product Q = QUQ L , hence so is the product Q̂ LQ̂ U .
Since every invertible upper triangular matrix, such as Q̂ U , is automatically μ-admissible, it follows
that Q̂ L is μ-admissible as well, so we may ﬁnd a lower triangular matrix Q̂
0
L such that
Q̂ L = D−1μ Q̂0LDμ.
Since we require ‖(Q̂0L)IH‖ = 0 to be satisﬁed for all I and H, we may write:
(QNT−1)IJ = (Q̂ LQ̂ UNT−1)IJ
= ∑
H⊆I
(Q̂ L)IH
(
(Q̂ UNT
−1)HJ
)
= ∑
H⊆I
(Q̂ L)IH
⎛
⎝∑
S⊆J
(Q̂ UNTL)HS(TU)SJ
⎞
⎠ (7)
= ∑
H⊆I
(D−1μ Q̂0LDμ)IH(Q̂ UNT−1)HJ
= ∑
H⊆I
(Q̂0L)IH(Q̂ UNT
−1)HJ · t|μH |−|μI |. (8)
So,weﬁrst see (QNT−1)IJ expressed a sum in the formof Eq. (7), fromwhich, by our previous reasoning,
by a generic choice of TU we may ensure no catastrophic cancellation has occurred in the sum. But
then, the same terms appearing in the right side if Eq. (7) are re-expressed in Eq. (8), and in this form
we may conclude that Eq. (2) may be satisﬁed.
In order to show that we may satisfy Eq. (3), we may write
N∗IJ = (QNTLTU)IJ =
∑
H⊆J
(QNTL)IH(TU)HJ . (9)
Again, since the minors (TU)HJ are uncoupled to the other terms, we may ensure there is not catas-
trophic cancellation, so that Eq. (3) may be satisﬁed. 
Deﬁnition 4.7. Let us call a matrix pair (Dμ,N
∗) aμ-genericmatrix pair associated to N ∈ Mr(R)with
respect to a partition μ if we can factor N∗ as
N∗ = QNT−1,
where Q = QLQU = D−1μ Q0LDμQU is μ-admissible, Q0L ,QU are lower and upper triangular, respec-
tively, and QL ,QU and T
−1 = TLTU satisfy Eqs. (1)–(3) of Lemma 4.6. We shall simply say N∗ is
μ-generic if N∗ is a μ-generic matrix associated to some N ∈ Mr(R).
It is from theμ-generic N∗ that we will determine a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling, and this matrix
form appears to be of some independent interest. Before proceeding, we will require the following
technical result, which underpins the combinatorial structure of our results.
Proposition 4.8. Suppose N∗ isμ-generic with respect to amatrix N. Then if I and J are index sets of length
k, for k r, and I ⊆ H ⊆ J, we have:
‖N∗IJ‖ ‖N∗HJ‖ ‖N∗IJ‖ + |μI| − |μH| (10)
and
‖N∗IH‖ ‖N∗IJ‖. (11)
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Proof. Suppose I ⊆ H ⊆ J, so that, in particular, it  ht  jt , for 1 t  k. Let us use the μ-generic
condition and factor N∗ as: N∗ = QNT−1, where Q = QLQU = D−1μ Q0LQU = Q̂ UQ̂ L is μ-admissible.
Then, by the Cauchy-Binet formula∥∥∥N∗IJ∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥(QNT−1)IJ∥∥∥
= minI⊆S
{∥∥∥(QLNT−1)SJ∥∥∥} By Eq. (1) of Lemma 4.6
minH⊆S
{∥∥∥(QLNT−1)SJ∥∥∥} (since I ⊆ H)
=
∥∥∥N∗HJ∥∥∥ .
For the second inequality, we have:
‖N∗HJ‖ =
∥∥(QNT)HJ∥∥
= minS⊆H
{
|μS| − |μH| +
∥∥∥(QUNT−1)SJ∥∥∥} By Eq. (2) of Lemma 4.6
minS⊆I
{
|μS| − |μH| +
∥∥∥(QUNT−1)SJ∥∥∥} (since I ⊆ H)
= minS⊆I
{
|μS| − |μI| +
∥∥∥(QUNT−1)SJ∥∥∥}+ |μI| − |μH|
=
∥∥∥N∗IJ∥∥∥+ |μI| − |μH|.
Lastly, for Inequality (11), we have
‖N∗IH‖ = ‖(QNTLTU)IH‖= minS⊆H ‖(QNTL)IS‖ By Eq. (3) of Lemma 4.6
minS⊆J ‖(QNTL)IS‖ (since H ⊆ J)= ‖N∗IJ‖. 
The following corollary shows how we may easily determine which rows of a μ-generic matrix
may be used to compute its invariant factors.
Corollary 4.9. Suppose N∗ is a μ-generic matrix such that inv (N∗) = (ν1  ν2  · · · νr). Then, if Is =
(1, 2, . . ., s), H(r−s) = ((r − s + 1), (r − s + 2), . . ., r), we have
‖N∗IsH(r−s)‖ = νr−s+1 + νr−s+2 + · · · + νr and
‖(DμN∗)H(r−s)H(r−s)‖ = λr−s+1 + λr−s+2 + · · · + λr ,
where λ = (λ1, . . ., λr) = inv (DμN∗).
Proof. By construction, Is ⊆ I for anyother index set I of length s. Thus, by theﬁrst inequality appearing
Inequality (10) and Inequality (11) of Proposition 4.8, ‖NIsH(r−s)‖, appearing in the upper left corner,
is minimal among the orders of all s × s minors of N∗, so this order must be the sum of the smallest
s invariant factors, from which the result follows. The second equality follows by noting that by right
side of Inequality (10) of Proposition 4.8, the orders of minors of DμN
∗ must increase row index sets
decrease, so that now the bottom s rows of DμN
∗ now correspond to the smallest s invariants, just as
the top s rows of N∗ did in the previous case. 
5. Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllings from μ-generic matrix pairs
In this section we will show how to determine from a pair (M,N) a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling
of λ/μ with content ν , when inv (M) = μ, inv (N) = ν , and inv (MN) = λ.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Suppose that (Dμ,N
∗) is a ﬁxed μ-generic pair in the orbit of the given pair (M,N) ∈
M(2)r . Let the symbols
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‖(i1, . . ., is)‖ ,
∥∥∥((i1)∧, (i2)∧, . . ., (ik)∧)∥∥∥
denote the order of the minor of the μ-generic matrix N∗ with rows i1, . . ., is, and the right-most
distinct columns possible. Secondly, when using the “∧" symbol, the order of the minor of N∗ whose
rows include all rows 1 through r but with the rows i1, i2, . . ., ik omitted, again using the right-most
columns resulting in a square submatrix.
We will omit the dependence of the above notation on the ﬁxed μ-generic matrix N∗.
Theorem 5.2. Let (M,N) ∈ M(2)r and suppose that N∗ is aμ-generic matrix associated to N. Let us deﬁne
a triangular array of integers {kij}, for 1 i r, and i j r, by declaring
k1j + k2j + · · · + kij =
∥∥∥((j − i)∧, . . ., (j − 1)∧)∥∥∥− ∥∥∥((j − i + 1)∧, . . ., (j)∧)∥∥∥ . (12)
Then, the set F = {kij : 1 i r, i j r} is a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of the skew shape λ/μ with
content ν , where inv (M) = μ, inv (N) = ν , and inv (MN) = λ. Equivalently, setting
λ
(i)
j = μj + k1j + · · · + kij (13)
deﬁnes a Littlewood–Richardson sequence of type (μ, ν; λ).
The formula in Eq. (12) allows us to deﬁne the size of row j in the partition λ(i) of (what we shall
prove to be) a Littlewood–Richardson sequence. Since our notation for omitted indices in determinants
is only to be used when removing a non-empty increasing sequence of indices, we will adopt the
convention that
‖(p)∧, . . ., (q)∧‖ = ‖1, 2, . . ., r‖ if p > q.
With this, we can use Eq. (12) above to deﬁne the individual entries kij , according to the formula
kij =
∥∥∥((j − i)∧, (j − i + 1)∧, . . ., (j − 1)∧)∥∥∥− ∥∥∥((j − i + 1)∧, . . ., (j)∧)∥∥∥
−
(∥∥∥((j − i + 1)∧, (j − i + 2)∧, . . ., (j − 1)∧)∥∥∥− ∥∥∥((j − i + 2)∧, . . ., (j)∧)∥∥∥) . (14)
Note that all the determinants abovehave the same form.Namely, they all have a single, consecutive
sequence of rows removed. We can actually give a combinatorial meaning to the orders of these
determinants. For example, suppose r = 5, and let us arrange the integers in a Littlewood–Richardson
ﬁlling in a triangular array:
k11
k12 k22
k13 k23 k33
k14 k24 k34 k44
k15 k25 k35 k45 k55.
Our interpretation will tell us how to remove terms from this array, so that the order of our
determinant equals the sum of the remaining terms. For example, in the determinant∥∥∥((4 − 2)∧, (4 − 1)∧)∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥((2)∧, (3)∧)∥∥∥ ,
we will read from the right to the left, so we begin with the omitted row 3. This will denote that we
ﬁrst remove the kij ’s appearing in the ﬁrst three rows of the array, starting in the ﬁrst row. The next 2
will then denote that we remove the kij ’s appearing in the ﬁrst two rows in which they appear (that is,
starting in the second row). Thus, the array associated to the determinant above is:
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∥∥∥((2)∧, (3)∧)∥∥∥ ⇒
(3)∧
k11
k12
k13
(2)∧
k22
k23 k33
k14 k24 k34 k44
k15 k25 k35 k45 k55
=
_
_ _
_ _ k33
k14 k24 k34 k44
k15 k25 k35 k45 k55
We claim (and will subsequently show), that the order of the determinant ‖ ((2)∧, (3)∧) ‖ equals
the sum of the kij ’s in the right-hand side of the above picture, where (as we shall also show), the
integers so deﬁned form a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of λ/μ with content ν .
Similarly, in the determinant in which we omit rows 3 and 4 we associate the array
∥∥∥((3)∧, (4)∧)∥∥∥ ⇒
(4)∧
k11
k12
k13
k14
(3)∧
k22
k23
k24
k33
k34 k44
k15 k25 k35 k45 k55
=
_
_ _
_ _ k33
_ _ k34 k44
k15 k25 k35 k45 k55
Consequently, we associate to the difference of orders of determinants the array:∥∥∥((2)∧, (3)∧)∥∥∥− ∥∥∥((3)∧, (4)∧)∥∥∥
⇒
_
_ _
_ _ k33
k14 k24 k34 k44
k15 k25 k35 k45 k55
−
_
_ _
_ _ k33
_ _ k34 k44
k15 k25 k35 k45 k55
=
_
_ _
_ _ _
k14 k24 _ _
_ _ _ _ _
= k14 + k24,
which is just the form of Eq. (12) when r = 5, j = 4, and i = 2.
The study of the structure of Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllings in the form of the integers {kij} can be
found in a variety of contexts (see [14,16]). What we ﬁnd is that these ﬁllings domore than count, they
explain how the invariant factors of one matrix are distributed with respect to another.
Let us now show these interpretations are justiﬁed by proving Theorem 5.2.
Proof. We shall, in turn, prove (LR1), (LR2), (LR3), and (LR4) of Deﬁnition 3.1 for the set of integers
F = {kij} deﬁned by Eq. (14).
(LR1)We need to show:
j∑
s=1
ksj = λj − μj , 1 j r, (15)
r∑
s=i
kis = νi. 1 i r. (16)
Using Eq. (13) we see Eq. (15) is just the requirement that λ(r) = λ = inv (MN). We claim it will be
sufﬁcient to prove:∥∥∥((j − r)∧, (j − r + 1)∧, . . ., (j − 2)∧, (j − 1)∧)∥∥∥
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= (λj − μj) + (λj+1 − μj+1) + · · · + (λr − μr) (17)
for j = 1, . . ., r. This is because, on the one hand, the right side of Eq. (15) is obtained by taking the
difference of the right sides of Eq. (17), ﬁrst using j as above, and then replacing jwith j + 1, but then,
on the other hand, noting that the corresponding differences on the left side of Eq. (17) gives us the
right side of Eq. (12), from which the result follows. The claim in Eq. (17), however, follows from the
second part of Corollary 4.9.
Before proving Eq. (16), we will need here (and later) the following lemma, which is really just a
consequence of the telescoping of terms ﬁrst noted in our main example. If Eq. (12) shows us how to
compute the sum of the kpq’s along a given row of a proposed Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling, then the
following lemma shows how to compute a block of kpq’s, for 1 p i and j q l, along with the sum
of the kiq’s for i q j.
Lemma 5.3. With kij deﬁned by Eq. (14) for all 1 j r and 1 i j, we have
1.
∑l
β=j(k1β + k2β + · · · + kiβ) = ‖(j − i)∧· · ·(j − 1)∧‖ − ‖(l − i + 1)∧· · ·(l)∧‖, for j l.
2. kii + ki,(i+1) + · · · + kij = ‖(j − i + 2)∧· · ·(j)∧‖ − ‖(j − i + 1)∧· · ·(j)∧‖.
Proof. The ﬁrst equality is an immediate consequence of noting the telescoping of terms in Eq. (12)
applied to successive rows. The second equality follows from calculating the difference between an
instance of the ﬁrst equality ending with kij , subtracting an instance ending with k(i−1),j , and then
cancelling terms. (Note that when i = 1 that these formulas still make sense, using our convention
concerning the meaning of omitted indices.) 
So, to prove Eq. (16), we apply the second equality in Lemma 5.3 in the case j = r, and obtain
kii + . . . + kir = ‖((r − i + 2)∧, . . ., (r)∧)‖ − ‖((r − i + 1)∧, . . ., (r)∧)‖= ‖(1, . . ., (r − i + 1))‖ − ‖(1, . . ., (r − i))‖
= (νi + · · · + νr) − (ν(i+1) + . . . + νr)= νi,
where the penultimate equality follows from the ﬁrst part of Corollary 4.9.
The proofs for (LR2), (LR3) and (LR4) are surprisingly similar, and all depend on computing minors
of N∗ with explicit submatrices on which we may put the matrix into a convenient block form from
which the determinant may be computed.
(LR2) Let us re-write the condition kij  0, using Eq. (14), but expressed positively (in terms of rows
that are kept instead of omitted), as:
‖(1, . . ., (j − i), j, . . ., r)‖ + ‖(1, . . ., (j − i), (j + 1), . . ., r)‖
 ‖(1, . . ., (j − i − 1), j, . . ., r)‖ + ‖(1, . . ., (j − i + 1), (j + 1), . . ., r)‖ . (18)
Eachminor starts on the right in column r, and uses consecutive columns as we proceed to the left.
So, for example, the ﬁrst term
‖(1, . . ., (j − i), j, . . ., r)‖ ,
would use columns i to r. Recall that since N∗ is μ-generic, it is upper triangular. By a slight abuse
of notation, we will use our notation for the minor (a determinant) to denote a submatrix in order to
re-express the above in block form as:⎡
⎢⎢⎣
N∗
(
1 2 . . . (j − i)
i (i + 1) . . . (j − 1)
)
N∗
(
1 2 . . . (j − i)
j (j + 1) . . . r
)
0 N∗
(
j (j + 1) . . . r
j (j + 1) . . . r
)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
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Thus, we can express Inequality 18 in block-form as:∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∗
(
1 . . . (j − i)
i . . . (j − 1)
)
N∗
(
1. . .(j − i)
j. . .r
)
0 N∗
(
j. . .r
j. . . r
)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥+
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∗
(
1. . .(j − i)
(i + 1). . .j
)
N∗
(
1. . .(j − i)
(j + 1). . .r
)
0 N∗
(
(j + 1). . .r
(j + 1). . .r
)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1)
(i + 1). . .(j − 1)
)
N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1)
j. . .r
)
0 N∗
(
j. . .r
j. . .r
)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∗
(
1. . .(j − i + 1)
i. . .j
)
N∗
(
1. . .(j − i + 1)
(j + 1). . .r
)
0 N∗
(
(j + 1). . .r
(j + 1). . .r
)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ .
Since the orders of the determinants above are the sums of the orders of the determinants of their
block diagonals, we may cancel the orders of the south-east blocks in the above inequality, so that it
is sufﬁcient to prove:∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1 . . . (j − i)
i . . . (j − 1)
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
+
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i)
(i + 1). . .j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1

∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1)
(i + 1). . .(j − 1)
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1
+
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i + 1)
i. . .j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
.
Notice that by Proposition 4.8, a submatrix of N∗ will satisfy the same determinantal inequalities
as does the full matrix, so that Corollary 4.9 will still apply. So, since the submatrix S1 is the upper
right corner of S, if inv (S) = (β1 β2  · · ·βj−i), then inv (S1) = (β2 β2  · · ·βj−i). Similarly,
if inv (T) = (α1 α2  · · ·αj−i+1) then inv (T1) = (α2  · · ·αj−i+1). Substituting this into the
above, we see that in order to prove Inequality 18 it is sufﬁcient to establish β1 α1. This, however,
follows from noting that matrix S is a (j − i) × (j − i) submatrix of T (in rows 1 through (j − i)), and
hence the highest invariant factor of S (that is, β1) is bounded by the highest invariant factor of T
(namely, α1), by the so-called “interlacing” inequalities of invariant factors, as found in, for instance,
[8], and also [18,22].
(LR3) The column strictness condition (LR3) asserts that in a Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling of λ/μ,
the sum of the number of 1’s through i’s appearing in row j of the skew shapemust not extend beyond
the sum of the number of 1’s through (i − 1)’s appearing in row (j − 1). That is,
k1j + · · · kij + μj  ki,(j−1) + · · · + k(i−1),(j−1) + μ(j−1). (19)
The sums of the kpq’s appearing in both sides of Inequality 19 can be expressed using Eq. (12). As
before, we can write this inequality in terms of blocks of matrices with right-justiﬁed columns. In this
case, we partition all the matrices appearing at row/column (j + 1), so that we can cancel the orders
of the determinants of these lower blocks. Thus, in order to prove Inequality 19 it will be sufﬁcient to
prove ∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i) j
i. . .(j − 1) j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
+
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1) j
(i + 1). . .(j − 1) j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1

∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i)
(i + 1). . .j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1
+
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1) (j − 1) j
i. . .(j − 2) (j − 1) j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
+μ(j−1) − μj.
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By Proposition 4.8 we have∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1) j
(i + 1). . .(j − 1) j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1

∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1) (j − 1)
(i + 1). . .(j − 1) j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T∗1
+μ(j−1) − μj ,
So, by substituting into the above we see it is sufﬁcient to prove∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i) j
i. . .(j − 1) j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
+
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1) (j − 1)
(i + 1). . .(j − 1) j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T∗1

∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i)
(i + 1). . .j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1
+
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i − 1) (j − 1) j
i. . .(j − 2) (j − 1) j
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
.
Now, as before, we see that if inv (S) = (β1  · · ·β(j−i+1)), then = inv (S1) = (β2  · · ·
β(j−i+1)), and also inv (T) = (α1  · · ·α(j−i−1)), inv (T∗1 ) = (α2  · · ·α(j−i−1)). So, it is sufﬁcient
to prove α1 β1, but this follows from the interlacing inequalities.
(LR4) The word condition (LR4) may be translated, using Lemma 5.3, into the requirement:
‖((j − i + 2)∧, . . ., (j + 1)∧)‖ − ‖((j − i + 1)∧, . . ., (j + 1)∧)‖
 ‖((j − i + 2)∧, . . ., (j)∧)‖ − ‖((j − i + 1)∧, (j)∧)‖,
which, written positively, becomes
‖(1. . ., (j − i), (j + 1), . . ., r)‖ + ‖(1, . . ., (j − i + 1), (j + 2), . . ., r)‖
 ‖(1, . . ., (j − i), (j + 2), . . .r)‖ + ‖(1, . . .(j − i + 1), (j + 1), . . ., r)‖.
As in the conditions (LR2) and (LR3), wewrite thesematrices in block form, clearing to the left from
column (j + 2). We may then cancel the determinants of the blocks in the lower corners, so that it is
sufﬁcient to show
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i), (j + 1)
(i + 1). . .(j + 1)
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
+
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i + 1)
(i + 1). . .(j + 1)
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1

∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . . (j − i)
(i + 2). . .(j + 1)
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1
+
∥∥∥∥N∗
(
1. . .(j − i + 1), (j + 1)
i. . .(j + 1)
) ∥∥∥∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
.
As before we see that if inv (T) = (β1  · · ·βj−i+2), then inv (T1) = (β2  · · ·βj−i+2) since T1 is
theupper right cornerofT . Similarly, inv (S) = (α1  · · ·αj−i+1)and inv (S1) = (α2  · · ·αj−i+1).
Thus, it only remains to prove α1 β1, which follows from the interlacing inequalities. 
6. Uniqueness
In this section we shall prove that the Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling associated to a matrix pair
(M,N) is an invariant of the orbit under pair equivalence. We will do so by showing that the orders
of minors of μ-generic matrices associated to a matrix N are an invariant of the orbit of N. Before
proceeding, we will need the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 6.1. Let Q be an r × r μ-admissible matrix, and let I and H be index sets of length k r. Deﬁne
the index set Min(I,H) by
Min(I,H) = (m1, . . .,mk), ms = min{is, hs},
then
|μMin(I,H)| − |μI| ‖Q IH‖.
Proof. First note that, by Proposition 4.2, the IH minor of the μ-admissible matrix Q may be factored
Q IH = (D−1μ )IIQ0IH(Dμ)HH where Q0 is an invertible matrix. Then,
‖Q IH‖ = ‖(D−1μ )IIQ0IH(Dμ)HH‖ = |μH| − |μI| + ‖Q0IH‖.
Thus, to prove
|μMin(I,H)| − |μI| ‖Q IH‖ = |μH| − |μI| + ‖Q0IH‖,
it is sufﬁcient to verify
|μMin(I,H)| − |μH| ‖Q0IH‖. (20)
We will prove Eq. (20) by induction on k, the size of the min or Q0IH . For the base case k = 1, we
may assume Q IH = qih for indices i and h, so that
Q IH = qih = t−μi q0ihtμh .
Since Q is deﬁned over R, we have
0 ‖qih‖ = μh − μi + ‖q0ih‖,
so that if min{i, h} = i, then
|μMin(I,H)| − |μH| = μmin{i,h} − μh μi − μh  ‖q0ih‖ = ‖Q (0)IH ‖.
If, however, min{i, h} = h, then
|μMin(I,H)| − |μH| = μmin{i,h} − μh = 0 ‖q0ih‖ = ‖Q0IH‖,
so the base case is established.
For the general case, we expand the determinant of Q0IH along the top row. Note that if i1  h1, then
0μi1 − μh1 , so that 0μi1 − μh1 μi1 − μhs for all s 1. Each element qi1,hs along the top row of
Q0IH satisﬁes
0μhs − μi1 + ‖q0i1,hs‖,
so that
μi1 − μhs  ‖q0i1,hs‖.
But then, if i1  h1, we have
μmin{i1,h1} − μh1 μi1 − μh1 μi1 − μhs  ‖q0i1,hs‖
for all s 1. If, however, h1  i1, then we clearly have μmin{i1,h1} − μh1 = 0 ‖q0i1,hs‖ as well.
Thus, in expanding the determinant of Q0IH along the top row, each entry in this row has order at
least μmin{i1,h1} − μh1 . By induction, we may assume the order of each (k − 1) × (k − 1) minor in
the expansion of ‖Q0IH‖ along the top row has order at least
μmin{i2,h2} + . . . + μmin{ik ,hk} − (μh2 + · · · + μhk).
By summing these orders, the lemma follows. 
Proposition 6.2. Let I and J be index sets of length k, and let N and N̂ be r × r μ-genericmatrices. Suppose
there exist μ-admissible matrices Q and T such that
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QNT−1 = N̂.
Then
‖NIJ‖ = ‖N̂IJ‖.
Proof. Let us simplify notation by setting S = T−1. Since N̂ = QNS, by the Cauchy–Binet formula we
have
N̂IJ =
∑
H,L
Q IHNHLSLJ .
Then we have
min
H,L
{‖Q IHNHLSLJ‖}
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
H,L
Q IHNHLSLJ
∥∥∥∥∥∥ = ‖N̂IJ‖.
We shall show that each such term Q IHNHLSLJ in the sum above has order at least ‖NIJ‖, that is, we
claim:
‖NIJ‖ ‖Q IHNHLSLJ‖.
To see this, note that
‖NIJ‖  ‖NMin(I,H),J‖ + μMin(I,H) − μI , Proposition 4.8, Min(I,H) ⊆ I
 ‖NMin(I,H),J‖ + ‖Q IH‖, by Lemma 6.1
 ‖NHJ‖ + ‖Q IH‖, Proposition 4.8, Min(I,H) ⊆ H
 ‖NHJ‖ + ‖Q IH‖ + ‖SLJ‖ = ‖Q IHNHLSLJ‖.
Since N̂IJ is a sum of terms of the form Q IHNHLSLJ , we have, using the above, that
‖NIJ‖
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
H,L
Q IHNHLSLJ
∥∥∥∥∥∥ = ‖N̂IJ‖.
However, since the hypotheses on N and N̂ are symmetric, we conclude also that
‖NIJ‖ ‖N̂IJ‖,
and so, ﬁnally, we have
‖NIJ‖ = ‖N̂IJ‖. 
Theorem 6.3 Uniqueness. If (M,N) is pair equivalent to (M′,N′), then the Littlewood–Richardson ﬁllings
determined by both pairs are the same. That is, pairs in the same GLr(R)
3 orbit yield identical Littlewood–
Richardson ﬁllings.
Proof. The Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling associated to any μ-generic matrix N∗ in the orbit of N is
determined by the orders of quotients of its determinants. By the previous proposition, these orders
are an invariant of the orbit of N∗, so the result follows. 
Not a complete invariant. Though the Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling determined by a pair (M,N) is
an invariant of the orbit, there do exist pairs (M,N) and (M′,N′) such that both have the same ﬁlling,
yet they are not in the same orbit. It seems that the Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling yields a “discrete
invariant” of the orbit, while not uniquely characterizing it. A complete invariant seems to depend also
on some continuously parameterized data. As an example, let
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M = M′ = Dμ =
⎡
⎢⎣t
6 0 0
0 t3 0
0 0 t1
⎤
⎥⎦
and suppose
N =
⎡
⎢⎣t
8 t7 t4
0 t9 2t6
0 0 t7
⎤
⎥⎦ and N′ =
⎡
⎢⎣t
8 t7 t4
0 t9 4t6
0 0 3t7
⎤
⎥⎦ .
Bothof thepairs (Dμ,N)and (Dμ,N
′) satisfy the inequalitiesofProposition4.8 so thatwemay(using
right-justiﬁed columns) quickly see that both pairs yield the same Littlewood–Richardson ﬁlling.
However, the pairs (Dμ,N) and (Dμ,N
′) are not in the same orbit. If they were, there would be
invertible matrices P, Q and T such that (P,Q , T) · (Dμ,N) = (PDμQ−1,QNT−1) = (Dμ,N′), so that,
in particular Q = D−1μ PDμ for invertible P and hence entries qij in Q have order at least μj − μi
whenever j < i. We shall express this by writing entries of Q below the diagonal in the form tμj−μi qij
for some qij ∈ R. If we express the (i, j) entry in T as yij , thenwe can re-write the equationQNT−1 = N′
as QN = N′T . So (Dμ,N) and (Dμ,N′) are in the same orbit if and only if we can ﬁnd entries yij and qij
over the ring R such that we may solve:⎡
⎢⎣ q11 q12 q13t3q21 q22 q23
t5q31 t
2q32 q33
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣t
8 t7 t4
0 t9 2t6
0 0 t7
⎤
⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎣t
8 t7 t4
0 t9 4t6
0 0 3t7
⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎣y11 y12 y13y21 y22 y23
y31 y32 y33
⎤
⎦ .
However, it is not possible to ﬁnd a matrix T = (yij) deﬁned over R that satisﬁes the above. This
follows by calculating T = (N′)−1QN in the above form and noting ﬁrst that the determinant of T is a
polynomial in the uniformizing parameter t with coefﬁcients in Rwhose constant term is the product
q11q22q33. In order for T to be invertible, this productmust be a unit inR (this just expresses the obvious
condition that the diagonal of theμ-admissible matrix Q must be composed of units). We can express
all the entries of (N′)−1QN as rational functions of twith coefﬁcients in R. For instance, the (1, 2) entry
is
(q11 − q22) + q12t2 − q21t + q31t2 + q32t
t
= q11 − q22
t
+ (q32 − q21) + (q12 − q31)t.
Thus, in order for this entry to be deﬁned over R, the difference q11 − q22 must have order at least 1.
That is,
‖q11 − q22‖ 1.
In order for this to happen, there must be catastrophic cancelation in the units q11 and q22, so that
c∗(q11) − c∗(q22) = 0.
Similarly, in considering also the (1, 3) and (2, 3) entries, the following relations among the images in
the residue ﬁeld of R among the units q11, q22 and q33 are also necessary:
c∗(q11) − c∗(q22) = 0,
c∗(q11) − 2c∗(q22) + c∗(q33) = 0,−c∗(q22) + 2c∗(q33) = 0.
A quick inspection, however, reveals this linear system has no non-trivial solution.
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